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AusSearch and MapIt Webinar Questions
How do I purchase 88B Instruments?
 Once you have your title search you can then click in the smart search function
and select the 88B instrument to order immediately

Can you order the mark sketches?
 Yes. From the AusSearch home page, select Images and choose Permanent Mark
or State Survey Mark and enter the mark number and you will be able to order
the sketch.

Can we get a CSV file of coordinates from SCIMS?
 Yes, you can download a CSV/Excel file.

Does the plan search function show older plans as well as current plans? (ie. relevant
to boundary definition)
 These are only available from HLRV which has all the old charting maps.

How do I find original crown grants?
 These are currently available through HLRV and requires a manual search for
Parish and Town Maps to locate the grantee information.

What happens when you have a Lot in a Parish plan in Sydney, but you need the Crown
Plan for the survey info?
 Check the title first for a title diagram reference or visit HLRV for the Parish or
Town Map.

How do I order Road Plans or non-current DPs?
 These are available through Images or Titles Search from the AusSearch home
page.

Are plans within road reserves discoverable?
 Recommend a search on HLRV for these as well as inspecting the CRE.

Does the Plan function work for Portion plans as well?
 No. You need to order portion plans via Images on the AusSearch site.

Can you search Polygons as shown on CRE's?
 This is currently in the pipeline for the next version upgrade but there are some
issues that require LRS upgrades. For detailed information on polygon numbers
please email CRV-CRE.Support@nswlrs.com.au

Can the reference map search be accessed from MapIt?
 Currently only through HLRV.

Suggestions for future functionality
Is SignIT valid to be used on administration sheets lodged with deposited plan or strata
plans at NSW LRS?
 We are making enquiries with LRS regarding this and will update users shortly.

Can we get the functionality to measure distances on the screen?
 This request has been logged for the next software upgrade. All suggestions for
upgrades are welcome and there is a suggestion box on the AusSearch home
page for you to log these.

